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Consider a random walk on the lattice of integers h with transition probabilities p,, (k + k + 1) and 
or = 1 -pI (k+ k - 1). Let T,,,, denote the first passage time from state m to state n (WI < n). It is shown 
that T,,,, = n-m +2. (X + I’), where the distribution of X is a mixture of geometric distributions (on 
N,,) and Y, independent of X, is a sum of [$(n ~ m - l)] independent geometrically distributed variables; 
[ ‘1 denotes integer part. A converse result is also given. Moreover, a canonical representation formula 
for the g.f. of a passage time distribution is presented. 
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1. Introduction and formulation of the main results 
Let T,,,, be the first passage time from state m to state n (m < n) in a (generalized) 
birth-death process. Keilson (1981) considered the decomposition T,,,, = 
T#” m,m+l +mTm+l,n, where T%,+, is the upwards last exit time of state m before n is 
reached and “‘T,,,+,,* is the subsequent time to reach state n from state m + 1 with 
visits to state m conditionally forbidden. The variables Tz,nm+, and mTm+l,n are 
independent. He showed that the distribution of TE,nm+, is a mixture of exponential 
distributions whereas the distribution of mTm+,,n is a convolution of n-m - 1 
exponential distributions. 
Keilson used the result to show that the distribution of T,, is unimodal. As 
remarked in the addendum to Bondesson (1981), the result also gives us a possibility 
to characterize passage time distributions for birth-death processes. A thorough 
study of this topic has recently been made by Yamazato (1988). 
When trying to extend Keilson’s result to cover also random walks in discrete 
time, it seems natural to consider walks with positive waiting probabilities r, = 
1 -pk - qk, where pk (qk) is the probability of a step to the right (left) from state k. 
However, Sumita and Masuda (1985) found i.a. that there is no straight-forward 
extension of Keilson’s result; cf. also Masuda (1988). Kent and Longford (1983), 
unaware of Keilson’s (1981) result, also found that there are complications in the 
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discrete time case but were able to give a class of distributions to which the 
distribution of T,,,, belongs. Further, they noticed i.a. a remarkable factor 2 that 
appears when rk = 0; cf. below. 
In this paper we assume that r, = 0. Somewhat surprisingly it turns out that in 
this case there is a nice discrete variant of Keilson’s result: 
Theorem 1. For a random walk with rk - 0, consider the decomposition T,,,, = 
T #n ,,,,,,,+, + “‘T,+,,,,. Then t( TZf&+, - 1) has a distribution which is a mixture of geometric 
distributions (MGD) and the distribution of +(mT,,,+,,, - (n - m - 1)) is a convolution 
of [i( n - m - l)] geometric distributions; [ . ] is integer part. 
It should be added that a random variable that equals 00 with probability 1 is 
also considered to have a geometric distribution. Moreover, by a mixture of geometric 
distributions we mean a distribution with generating function (g.f.) 
P(z) = l-q M(dq), 
CO.11  - qz 
where the measure M is nonnegative with total mass ~1. If the inequality is strict, 
then P(z) corresponds to a defective distribution, i.e., it has mass at CO. 
Theorem 1 shows that T,,,,, = n - m + 2 * (X + Y), where X and Y have the distribu- 
tions mentioned and are independent; cf. Remark 2 in Section 2. There is also a 
converse result: 
Theorem 2. Let X be a random variable such that X - MGD and let Y be an 
independent variable which is the sum of [+(n - m - l)] independent geometrically 
distributed variables. Then there is a random walk with rk = 0 such that T,,,, 2 
n-m+2.(X+ Y). 
The first passage time distributions for random walks with rk = 0 are thus completely 
characterized in a simple way by Theorems 1 and 2. In Section 4 a canonical 
representation formula for the g.f. of a first passage time distribution is given. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
In part the proof of Theorem 1 is rather parallel to Keilson’s proof. However, as 
in Kent and Longford (1983), also tools from the theory of analytic functions will 
be used. For notational simplicity, we let m = 0. It is also assumed that pK = 0 for 
some very large negative K. This is no restriction since To,, which may take the 
value ~0, is only slightly affected if the random walk is truncated at K. To avoid 
trivial complications, it is further assumed that 0 < pk < 1 for k > K. 
The proof has three steps: 
(I) First it is shown that $( T,, - 1) - MGD. 
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(II) Then it is shown that i( T,#,,” - 1) - MGD. 
(III) Finally it is shown that the distribution of {(“T,,, -(n - 1)) is a convolution 
of [+( n - l)] geometric distributions. 
The result in (I) was proved already by Kent and Longford (1983). For what 
follows it is instructive to do it in a different way. The following simple lemma is 
very useful. 
Lemma. A function P(z) is the g.jI of an MGD iflP(z) is analytic in @\[l, ~0) and 
(i) Im[P(z)] 2 0 for Im z > 0, (ii) P( l-) s 1, and (iii) lim infR~,z_-oo P(z) 2 0. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ part is rather obvious and we turn to the ‘if’ part. By a 
representation formula for analytic functions satisfying (i), cf. Donoghue (1974, 
Chapter 2), we have 
p(z)=az+b+{_l(&-&)p(dt), 
where a 2 0, b E R and p(dt) is nonnegative with j (l/(1 + t’))p(dt) <co. Since P(z) 
is analytic in C\[l,c~), p(dt) has no mass in (--co, 1). Moreover, ~((1)) =0 as 
P( l-) < 1. From the condition (iii), it follows that a = 0 and that b’= 
b -L (t/( 1 + t2))p(dt) 2 0. We then get, by substituting q = l/t, 
P(z) = b’+ 
I 
1 
~ F(dt) = 
(I,c0) t-z I 
l-q M(dq), 
[O,l) 1 - qz 
where M is nonnegative, M({O}) = b’, and jlo,lj M(dq) G 1 (by (ii)). 0 
Turning now to step (I), we let PO,(z) denote the g.f. of T,, . Then i( To, - 1) has 
the g.f. Qo,(z) = PO,(&)/&. Obviously, 
Po,(z)=Poz+qoz. P_,,,(z) . PO,(Z), 
i.e., 
PO,(Z) = poz 
1 - 4ozp-,,o(z)’ 
Hence 
Po(l - qozQ-1 o(z)) 
QOl(z) = 1 - qoz~_,,o(z) = II - q zQ_,,oiz)12 . 
The g.f. Q_1,o(z) can analogously be expressed in terms of QP2,ml(z) etc. Certainly 
Q-K,_K+l(~) = 0 and corresponds to an MGD (degenerate at cc). Using induction, 
we have to show that if Q_,,o(z) corresponds to an MGD then so does Qo,(z). We 
use the lemma. Certainly lim inf,,+, Qo,(z) 2 0 if lim inf,,-, Q-,,o(z) 2 0. Thus the 
only non-trivial thing to verify is that Im[Qol(z)] ~0 for Im z> 0. This inequality 
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holds if Im[-z&,,,(z)] 3 0 for Im z > 0, i.e., if Im[zQ-l,o(z)] 2 0 for Im z > 0. 




- = ll-qz1* ’ 1 - qz 
for Im z > 0. Step (I) is therefore completed. 
We now turn to step (II). We have 
T,#,” = To, + ; (“T(lid+ T”‘) 01 9 
j=1 
where N is a geometrically distributed random variable representing the number 
of returns (possibly zero) to state 0 from state 1 before state n is reached and where 
“Tp$ denotes a passage time from state 1 to state 0 conditional on that state n is 
not visited. What T$ stands for should be obvious. Some reflection shows that 
;(“T(ljd - 1) - MGD by essentially the result in step (I); cf. step (III) below. Now 
K?(z) = PO,(Z) . 
1-r 
1- ?re “P,o(z)Po,(z)~ 
here T, 0 < n < 1, is a parameter for the distribution of N. Hence the g.f. Qo#l”(z) 
of $( Tf,” - 1) equals 
G”(z) = cx~)l~= 00,(z) * 
1-7i- 
I - rrz * “0,0(z)Q0,(z) 
Since Im[ Qol( z)] 2 0 and Im[z . “Qlo( z)] 2 0 for Im z > 0 (why?), it easily follows 
that Im[ Qfi”(z)] 3 0 for Im z > 0. Hence the lemma shows that i( Tf,” - 1) - MGD. 
Step (II) is completed. 
We now turn to step (III). For notational simplicity, let P,(z) denote the g.f. of 
the time it takes to reach state n from state k, k = 0, . . . , n, when state 0 is absorbing. 
(If state 0 is reached before state n, the time equals CO.) The g.f. of ‘TI, is proportional 
to P,(z). Now PO(z)=O, P,,(z)- 1, and 
Pk(~)=qkzPk_,(z)+Z’kzPk+,(z), lsksn-1. 
Let Qk(z)= P,(&)/(&)“-‘. Except for a constant factor, Q,(Z) is the g.f. of 
$(‘T,,-(n-l)) d an is what we are interested in. The system above transforms into 
Q,(z) = P, Q*(Z), 
Qk(Z)=qkZQk-,(Z)+PkQk+l(Z), l<k<n-l, 
Q*-,(Z) = qn-*ZQn-2(z)+Pnml 3 
or, in matrix form, 
M,-, . [O,(z), c?*(z), . . . , Qn-1(z)]‘= LO, 0,. . . , 0, -Pn-II’, 
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where M+, is an n - 1 by n - 1 matrix with rnii = -1, mi,i+l =pI and w,~-~ = zqi (for 
all possible i, i = 1, . . . , n - 1) and such that all other entries are 0. By Cramer’s rule, 
where B,_,(z) = (-l)“-’ det(M,_,). A recursion formula determines the determinant 
and hence B,_,(z). By an expansion after the last row in Mk, 
B,‘(Z)=-qkpk-,.z. Bk-Z(~)+Bk-l(~), k=3,4 ,.... 
Obviously B,(z) = 1 and B2(z) = 1 -p1q2z. Moreover, Bk(0) = 1 for all k. It follows 
that B3( z) = 1 - ( q3p2 + q2p1)z whereas B4( z) and B5( z) are seen to be second degree 
polynomials. By induction it follows that E&(z) is a polynomial of degree [$k] that 
has [ik] simple zeros in the interval (1, CO). In fact, by induction it follows that the 
successive zeros of Bk-Z(~), &,(z), and Bk(z) are interlacing in the sense that 
zk,j < zk-1,j < zk-2,; < zk,j+l < ’ ’ ’ 9 j=l,2,.... 
The details are not given since the reasoning is simple and well known; cf. Kent 
and Longford (1983), Keilson (1971,1979, 1981), Rosenlund (1977) and Sumita and 
Masuda (1985). In conclusion, Q,(z) is a product of the form constant . ll( 1 - 8,~))’ 
with [i(n - l)] factors and 0 < f& < 1. The desired result follows. 0 
Remark 1. No concrete interpretation of the [:(n - I)] geometric distributions is 
known. 
Remark 2. The independence of T~$,+, and “T,,,,, is most obvious if one reflects 
about it a while in terms of simulation and cycles of regeneration. After the last 
exit time of state m whatever the value of this time is, the walk is only governed 
by the fact that it does not return to state m. Keilson (1981) gives more details in 
the birth-death process case. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
In part the proof is rather parallel to a somewhat incomplete proof in Bondesson 
(1981) of a corresponding less complete result for birth-death processes. There are 
two steps in the proof. We start with the difficult one. 
Let X be a random variable such that X - MGD, i.e., 
&(z) = l-q M(dq), 
1 - qz 
where M is nonnegative and has total mass ~1. We shall show that there is a 
random walk such that To, 2 1+2 . X. 
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To determine the parameters of the walk, its existence is first assumed. Then 





where Qol(z) = P,,(h)/&; cf. Section 2. Equivalently, 
Q_ 
1.0 
(z) = 1 -PolQ,,(Z) 
qoz . 
(3.1) 
Obviously we must have pO= Q”,(O) = P,(O) and then q,,= 1 -pO. Now QO,(z) = 
Px(z) is nonnegative in (-CO, 1) and analytic in C\[l, co) with strictly positive 
imaginary part for Im z > 0 (unless Px (z) = po). Except when p0 = 0 it follows that 
Im[-l/ QO,(z)] 2 0 for Im z > 0. Hence and by some reflection, cf. the proof of the 
lemma in Section 2, 
I Z =riz-tb+ - (I,rn) l-z/t t-‘p(dfL 






1 - 42 
where the measure (1- q)N(dq) is induced by tK2g(d!) and the transformation 
t + l/t = q. Certainly b = -l/Qo,(0) = -l/p,. Hence and by (3.1), 
Q-,,o(z) = I l-q Mddq), [O,l) 1 -P 
where M,({O}) = a&q0 and M,(dq) = ( Po/q,,)N(dq) for q E (0, 1). It is easily seen 
that 
I 
1 -~olQo,(l-) < 1 
[RI) 
Mo(dq)= Q~d-I= q. 1 . 
By the same technique we determine p-, and qpl and a measure ALi such that 
QP2,_,(z) =j ((1- q)/(l -qz))M_,(dq) etc. Hence, for any k>O, 
P,(z)=Q,,(z)=~ qoz+ q-,z+- 
-q-kz. I I-q M-,(dq). 1 - qz (3.2) 
To derive this continued fraction, which terminates if p-k = 0 or qpk = 0 for some 
k, we have assumed that there is a random walk such that $( T,, - 1) 2 X, where 
X - MGD. However, for X- MGD the parameters po, ~_~,p-~, . . . (and the 
measures M-k) can always be determined as above and determine a random walk. 
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For this walk there are analogous measures MT,. It is not obvious that they coincide 
with the measures M_k. However, they do since for the walk the g.f. of $( T,, - 1) 
equals Px(z). To see this, we just have to notice that for the walk the distribu- 
tion of 4( T,, - 1) is only slightly affected if the distribution of 4( T-k_,,_k - 1) 
is changed for k large. Considering then a fictitious change of the g.f. from 
j((l-q)/(l-qz))M?,(dq) to j((l-q)/(l-qz))M_,(dq), we realize that the g.f. 
of $( T,, - 1) equals Px(z). Step (I) is completed. 
We now turn to the second easy step. A random walk will be defined such that 
the distribution of i( T,, - (n - 1)) . IS a convolution of [$( II - l)] arbitrary geometric 
distributions and such that state 0 cannot be reached from state 1. Obviously, such 
a construction completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Set p,, = 1 - qL = 1 for all odd k. The time to reach state 2 from state 1 equals 1 
whereas the time to reach state 3 from state 1 equals 2+ 2 Yz3, where Yz3 is 
geometrically distributed with g.f. (1 - qz)/(l - q2z). The time to reach 4 from 1 
equals 3 + 2 YZ3. Analogously, the time to reach n from 1 equals 
n-1+2(Y,,+ y45+. . .+ Yrr,zr+,), 
where here r = [$( n - l)] and Y2,.>,+, has the g.f. (1 - qIj)/(l - q2,z). This is the 
desired result since q2, q4, . . . can be freely chosen. q 
Remark. Let (X, Y) have the distribution given in Theorem 2 and let (X’, Y’) have 
the same type of distribution. Unfortunately, it is not true that X + Y 2 X’+ Y’ 
implies that X z X’ and Y 2 Y’. In fact, even any geometric distribution is a 
convolution of another geometric distribution and an MGD. The decomposition of 
the distribution of i( T,, - (n - m)) is not unique. 
4. A canonical representation formula for the g.f. 
It has been found above that a function is the g.f. Q,,,(z) of +( T,,, - n) for some 
random walk iff it has the form 
l-q MC&i) .ili, s, 1 - 42 I 
where the nonnegative measure M has total mass d 1, r = [f( n - l)], and 0~ Bi < 1. 
(If pk = 1 for some k > 0, then some 0, equals 0.) The first factor may equal the g.f. 
Q:,“(z) of ;( T,#,” - 1). Th ere is another representation which might be more inter- 
esting. 
Theorem 3 (Canonical Representation Formula). A function is the g.$ of i( T,, - n) 
for a random walk (with pk = 1 - qL) ifl if can be represented as 
exp( c+ I,’ (f$- 1) R$)TRq;(q) dq}, 
wherecs0, whereOsR,(q)sl and ji(R,(q)/(l-q))dq<a?,andwhereR,(q) is 
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a piecewise constant nonincreasing function with [f( n - l)] jumps downwards of size 
1 (at the points ei) and R,( 1-) = 0. 0 
The theorem is given without proof. It is mainly a consequence of the fact that 
Im[ Q(z)] 2 0 for Im z > 0 iff 0~ Im[log Q(z)] s rr for Im z > 0; cf. Bondesson 
(1981, p. 47) and Kent and Longford (1983). Of course, c =0 iff To,, <cc with 
probability one. An interpretation of the formula can be obtained from the fact that 
exp{h((l -q)/(l-qz)-1)) is the g.f. of a random variable of the form Cfl, Zi, 
where the Zi’s are iid and geometrically distributed and N - Poisson(A). 
The sum R(q) = R,(q) + R2(q) is uniquely determined by the g.f. but R,(q) and 
R,(q) are not. In fact, R(q) can be a nonincreasing continuous function and 
R(O+) > 1. For a random walk with pk = pO, we have as is easily verified, cf. Feller 
(1968, p. 350), Qon(z) = ((1/2p0)(l+fi)))“, where (Y =4p,q,. By some analysis 
it can then also be verified that 
QO,,(z)=exp{c+~~log($$)&q-“‘(u-q))”’dq} 
=exp{ c+l: (s-l)sdq], 
where R(q) is the integral from q to (Y of the function (n/2n)q-0.5(a -q)-‘.’ and 
where c equals 0 for p0 2 0.5 and n * log( po/ qo) for p. < 0.5. The first equality shows 
that the distribution of $( To, - n) is a generalized negative binomial convolution; 
the meaning should be obvious. It is an open problem how to interpret the Beta- 
density that appears. 
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